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Success Criteria
Year 3

• I can move into space to help my team.

• I can move with a ball towards goal with increasing control.

• I can sometimes use the footwork rule.

• I can throw and catch the ball with some control.

Year 4

• I can use the footwork rule.

• I can help my team keep possession and score goals when I play in attack.

• I can throw and catch the ball with increasing control.

YEAR 3/4

Netball
Lesson 3

Learning Objective
To develop passing and moving towards a goal.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Handy Hints
Do not lift up and place down your landing foot, that is footwork.

Equipment
Cones x 5

Hoops x 10

Netballs x 15

Team bands x 8

Bounce pass Video

Chest pass Video

Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Cone tag:
Give five pupils a cone. These pupils are the taggers. If they tag another pupil, they pass the cone to that pupil who then becomes the new tagger. Pupils cannot tag the person who just

tagged them.

Encourage the pupils to move into space away from others.

Get low and push off your outside foot to change direction and dodge the taggers.

Make this harder for the taggers by playing in a larger playing area.
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Skill Development
45 Mins

Bounce pass:
In pairs with one ball. Pupils stand 3m away from each other. They practise bounce passing. See video resource 'bounce pass.'

Begin with the ball at chest height.

Push the ball to the floor, just over halfway towards your partner.

Point your fingertips in the direction of the pass.

Catch with two hands.

Step forward as you pass.

Challenge: How many passes can you do in 30 seconds?

Repeat, can you beat you score?

 

Chest pass:
In pairs, pupils stand opposite each other 4m apart. They practise chest passing the ball. See video resource 'chest pass.'

Step forward with one foot as you throw the ball.

Throw from chest height and point your fingertips at partner after release.
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Remind the pupils to catch using wide fingers.

Teacher note: this pass is used over a shorter distance.

Challenge: How many passes can they do without dropping it?

 

Shoulder pass:
In pairs, pupils stand opposite each other 5-6m away from their partner. Explain to the pupils that this pass is used over a longer distance.

Elbow in line with shoulder.

Throw the ball with one hand.

Throwing hand finishes pointing at target.

 
Passing challenge:
In pairs with one ball. One pupil begins on the backline of the netball court and stays there throughout the challenge. Place three cones to show distances of 3m, 4m and 6m away from

the backline. Partner begins in line with the 3m cone and pairs must complete twenty bounce passes at that distance. Once they have completed twenty passes, their partner moves

back to the 4m cone where they must complete twenty chest passes. Once completed, their partner moves back to the 6m cone and pairs complete twenty shoulder passes.

Make this easier for a pair by giving them a lower target, less than twenty passes at each distance.

Make this harder by telling the pupils that their passes must be consecutive, if they drop the ball they go back to zero.
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Pass and move:
Using two thirds of the netball court. In pairs with one ball. Pupils pass to their partner and then move to find a new space before receiving the ball again. Pupils can choose to use a
bounce, chest or shoulder pass.

Remind the pupils that they cannot move with the ball and they can only pivot on their landing foot. They are also only allowed to hold the ball for four seconds.

Remind pupils not to move too far away from their partner.

Check that their partner is looking before passing the ball.

Make this harder by selecting four pupils to be defenders.

 

 

Hoop goals:

A Place up to ten hoops around the teaching area. In pairs, pupils score points if they can bounce the ball into a hoop for their partner to catch. Pupils cannot move when they have

the ball, so they need to pass to their partner to get close enough to bounce the ball in a hoop. Once they have done this they can move onto another hoop.

Communicate with your partner which hoop you want to go to.

Use a shoulder pass for longer distances.

Make this harder by spreading the hoops further apart.

B Select eight pupils to wear a band. They are the defenders. The attackers work in pairs to try to score points by bouncing the ball in the hoops. The defender can stop the attackers

scoring by intercepting a pass. The defender then gives the ball back to the attackers and finds another pair to mark. After a few minutes change the defenders.
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Plenary

Remind the attackers that they must not move when they have the ball and to look for space away from the defenders.

Make this harder by increasing the number of defenders.

5 Mins

Ask the pupils what they did to stop the defenders getting the ball.

When were they successful?

When were they not?

When do you use the different types of passes?


